
Learner Profile Awards – October 

6th Grade 

Student Name Learner Profile Award Reason  

Adjei, Lexus Reflective Thinks through what is working and what needs to 
change in order to be as successful as possible. Shares 
his ideas with his peers and supports them as they 
work to achieve success, as well. 

Agbeko, Denzel Thinker  He puts forth great effort into classwork. 

Agboyibor, Raphael Caring Always willing to help others in the class 

Ajibade, Ruth Risk-Taker Ruth was a risk taker when she stepped out of her 
comfort zone to help LFI students complete their 
group science experiments.  

Biswas, Ishani Open-Minded She is open to making new friends in creative ways in 
other classes 

Chong, Josie Inquirer She always asks very probing questions and adds 
interesting comments to class discussions 

Davenport, Grady Thinker Grady always completes his work diligently. 

Donahue, Patrick Knowledgeable He has done a fantastic job on all tasks and 
assessments; thoroughly knows periodic table - 
classmates quiz him consistently 

Efflong, Solomon Inquirer Solomon always asks me very interesting science 
questions when he enters the classroom.  During 
class discussions, he asks very probing questions. and 
makes very interesting comments.  He seems to be 
able to think outside the box. 

Govan, Starzell Caring Spoke-up when another student was being bullied 

Ingram, Amir Principled Is a leader and demonstrates his best every day! 

Jain, Rushi Reflective Thinks through an activity or challenge and makes 
adjustments along the way as needed. She discusses 
her thoughts and ideas with her peers in order to 
support their success, as well. 

Linteris, Anna Principled For always being prepared, always following 
directions & always doing her best! 

Moitoza, Luke Balanced Sets a positive example, assists classmates, completes 
assignments, and participates regularly in class 
discussion and performance.  He is also not afraid to 
ask questions to seek greater understanding. 

Morrison, Elijah Risk-Taker Elijah was a risk taker when he stepped out of his 
comfort zone to help LFI students complete their 
group science experiments.  



Mueller, Nicole Open-Minded She is willing to explore things she is concerned about 
if it means learning something new! 

Ravi, Ritviik Knowledgeable He has done a phenomenal job on all tasks and 
assessments, fully participates in class 

Scott, Kyla Communicator Kyla always asks inquisitive questions in Science and 
communicates her thoughts about concepts well. 

Winston, Kristina Balanced Completes projects on time, assists classmates, is 
eager to work on new projects. 

Womack Jr, Maurice Communicator Maurice communicates very well what supports he 
needs in class to be successful. 

 

7th Grade 

Student Name Learner Profile Award Reason  

Adams, Jai Inquirer A great way to describe Jai is that she is fair and 
responsible. She takes ownership of all her actions 
and is ready and willing to step up to get things done.  

Alberts, Asher Open-Minded Asher likes learning new ideas in class. She is very 
willing to include feedback in her class projects. She 
constantly tries new concepts in writing. 

Apenou, Tresor Balanced Tresor constantly makes excellent choices in class. He 
stays focused even when classmates around him are 
not. When he has questions regarding work, he self-
advocates. 

Asamoah-Palmer, 
Malyhia 

Principled For being honest in your interactions with others and 
for being willing to take responsibility for your actions 
and interactions 

Brown, Julia Inquirer Julia is independent and always ready to ask 
questions in class. 

Estrada, Rachel Risk-Taker Rachel has been working extremely hard in all her 
classes. She is becoming a natural risk-taker by asking 
questions, seeking help, and accepting help from her 
teachers and peers.  

French, Zora Caring Seeing that one of her group members needed help 
with an assignment, Zora was caring enough to 
immediately offer to help. (Monroe) 

Fuss, Bethany Principled Bethany is an honest student that works with 
integrity.  She helps other students and is very 
responsible. 

King, William Knowledgeable Making connections between what we talk about in 
class to what he sees on the news or hears on the 
radio. 



LaPointe, Stephanie Communicator She is a natural leader and is very skilled at getting, 
and keeping, her peers organized.  She is one of our 
leaders for Project Baphumalele and is 
communicating next steps, important dates and other 
information to the rest of the Humanities 7 family! 

Mauricio, Marlon Balanced Everyday Marlon puts his best self forward even if his 
closest friends are doing otherwise. He has mastered 
the concept that there is a time and place to socialize 
and a time and a place for learning. He makes his 
learning a priority at exactly the right moments of the 
day and is not swayed by anyone else to do 
otherwise! 

Nakov, Fabian Open-Minded Fabian constantly ask questions and then reads about 
new ideas. He enjoys learning new facts just because 
he enjoys learning. He reads whenever he finishes his 
work. 

Obongo, George Principled For taking responsibility for your grades by emailing 
Ms. Orens about a reassessment opportunity and 
then following up the next day to double check on 
the requirements and timeline.  Way to go George! 

Poch, Emma Thinker She asks great inquiry questions and  takes it to the 
next level-awesome TA! 

Rubio, Mesly Caring Mesly was amazingly caring the day of the 7th Grade 
Medieval Times trip when she made sure that 
another student who was new to the building knew 
what to do and where to go. The student couldn't 
have asked for a more caring person to help him. 
Great job, Mesly!! 

Sebastian, Lucy Thinker Excellent TA- She's an inquirer and a deep thinker! 

Sosa, Antonio Knowledgeable Exploring knowledge within the Math and Sciences, 
as well as his English Studies. High interest and 
continual display of reading books across all genres 
and asking follow up questions in regards to concepts 
discovered through that reading.  

Talbert, Catherine Risk-Taker CJ has been consistently working hard and with great 
persistence at skills that are difficult for her. She also 
supports other students in the class with academic 
tasks 

Vincent, Luke Principled Luke decided to redo a project that I had lost, even 
though I had already excused him from doing the 
project.  He new project was incredible.  



Zeng, Megan Communicator Megan is a leader among her peers and answers class 
questions with clarity.  She is also great at presenting 
projects to the class. 

 

8th Grade 

Student Name Learner Profile Award Reason 

Alfar, Zachery Principled For taking responsibility of his own actions and 
pushing himself to do better. 

Alfaro, Katherine Communicator Kathy has been able to lead her group and 
communicate their needs. 

Anderson, Devon Reflective For giving thoughtful consideration about working 
through a morning challenge  

Bebey, Steve Inquirer Steve is always trying to learn more and he asks 
questions so that he can gain more knowledge.  

Chughtai, Felix Caring Felix always helps others and is a very nice 
person. 

Colmes, Nakiah Caring Nakiah offers to help others in class, she steps up 
when I need help. 

Diaz, Jennifer Reflective For giving thoughtful feedback and consideration 
to her peers during a writing assignment  

Kahkajian, Yacoub Thinker Yacoub is always ready with a great thought, 
comment or question on our topics in science. 

Kegley, William Balanced William contributes to a positive climate at 
Clemente by participating in sports and always 
being prepared for academics. 

Li, Anbo Communicator Anbo was able to communicate effectively with 
different types of people and various age groups 
throughout his NY trip.   

Mandalou, Danielle Risk-Taker Danielle is always participating in class and in her 
group offering support and help. She really goes 
the extra mile in her learning. 

Mejia, Destiny Knowledgeable There are many kinds of knowledge and I don't 
think Destiny is aware of the profundity of her 
common sense. Too many have so little and too 
few have so much. 

Morris, Devin Balanced Devin has many interests and is a well-rounded 
student. 

Nalikka, Jonathan Thinker Jonathon enjoys problem solving and can see 
what needs to be done to solve the problem 

Perez, Christopher Inquirer Chris does research to learn more and shares his 
knowledge with others. 



Ramirez, Gregory Knowledgeable It is funny how voices emerge from the crowd and 
certain voices provide the right information at the 
right time on a regular basis. Greg has become 
one of my go to guys who has the answers I need 
most and he shares the right information at the 
right time in the right way. 

Valikhovskaya, Kristina Open-Minded You demonstrated open-mindedness while 
creating a variety of thought provoking questions 
about the stock market for your New York 
interview. 

Vann-Pope, Ariel Principled For always working diligently and not being afraid 
to ask questions that help not only herself learn 
but her peers 

Whitney, Cortez Risk-Taker Cortez is the first one to raise his hand in class 
and asks questions. He really goes out of his box 
to help others understand the lessons!  

Wilson, Andrea Open-Minded You demonstrated open-mindedness while 
brainstorming alternate locations for your New 
York interview with an opera singer turned 
Broadway actor. 

 

 


